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Narrow bandwidth.
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Against the international style of visualisation
- what about critical regionalism?
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TICK THE BOX OF THE IMAGE YOU PREFER



TICK THE BOX OF THE IMAGE YOU WOULD PURCHASE
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Architecture studios project - who is behind the curtain?

205 studios
15 countries

2 years





28 day ‘ultra marathon’
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Discussion 

Never change. 





the greatest invention since the wheel and interweb.
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              until finally....



photography imitates renders



Discussion 

Documentary Fiction. 









Discussion 

Pictures of our children?





Discussion 

Everyone is a photographer.









Discussion 

A social animal. 





a few favourites on instagram



Discussion 

Images shape buildings.



White boxes in the north.  Hot towers in the south.



https://www.asmp.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/AIA_ASMP_BestPractices.pdf



Thank you.
 

Please follow us on instagram @archmospheres
And for more fun see: archmospheres.com

 




